The set of players in a cooperative game may be divided into various coalitions forming partitions with different coalition structures. The well-known Bell (1934) number is used to obtain the number of partitions in a  n person cooperative game. The number of embedded coalitions in a partition is the number of subsets formed in that partition. The total number of embedded coalitions in a  n person game is the sum of the numbers of embedded coalitions in different partitions of the game. This article presents a recursive sequence yielding the total sum of the embedded coalitions from a person  1 game to a person n  game.
Introduction
introduced the formulation for the theory of cooperative games in terms of partition functions. In particular, the set of players may be divided into various coalitions forming partitions with different coalition structures. Let } , , 2 , 1 { n N   be a finite set of n players. The subsets of N are coalitions. A partition  in a  n person game is formed by disjoint non-empty subsets of N representing a way that these n players are joined. Given a partition  and a coalition N S  , the pair ) , (  S is called an embedded coalition, that is the coalition S embedded in partition  . The n th Bell (1934) number ) (n  is used to obtain the number of partitions in a  n person game. The number of embedded coalitions in a partition is the number of subsets formed in that partition. The number of embedded coalitions in a  n person game is the sum of the numbers of embedded coalitions in different partitions of the game. The number of embedded coalitions ) (n Y in a  n person game is given by Yeung (2008) .
For example, in a 3-person game there are 5 partitions (each embraced by a pair of square brackets) and 10 embedded coalitions (each embraced by a pair of curly brackets) as shown in Figure 1 3  2  1  1  3  2  2  3  1  3  2  1  3  2  1 , , , , , P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
Figure 1.2. Partitions and embedded coalitions in a 4-person game
In particular, the Bell (1934) number can be obtained from the recursive sequence:
The number of embedded coalitions in a n -person game can be obtained from the recursive sequence (Yeung 2008 
):
A recursive sequence of sums of consecutive embedded coalitions
In this article, we consider the sum of the embedded coalitions in a person  1 game, the embedded coalitions in a person  2 game and up to the embedded coalitions in a person n  game.
A Sequence of the Sums of Consecutive Embedded Coalitions
Using the number of embedded coalitions in a n -person game in (1.2) the sum of the embedded coalitions in a person  1 game, the embedded coalitions in a person  2 game and up to the embedded coalitions in a person n  game can be obtained as:
A recursive sequence representing the number ) ( 1 n  in (2.1) can be obtained as follows.
Theorem 2.1.
The sum of consecutive embedded coalitions from a 1-person game to a  n person game can be obtained from the recursive sequence:
Proof.
Invoking Theorem 1 in Yeung (2008) the number of embedded coalitions in a n -person game can also be expressed as:
As shown in Yeung (2008) in the case of a n -person game, the number of partitions of this set of n players is ) (n  while the number of embedded coalitions is ) (n  . If one additional player is added to a n -person game the number of players becomes 1  n . This additional player (that is the (n+1) th player) could been placed as We then use (2.3) to express the sum of consecutive embedded coalitions from a 1-person game to an  n person game as:
from the Bell number, we have
(2.6) Hence Theorem 2.1 follows.
Q.E.D.
Using Theorem 2.1 we can obtain the sum of consecutive embedded coalitions in from a 1-person game to an  n person game for 
A recursive sequence of sums of consecutive embedded coalitions
13 ] 1 ) 3 ( [ 4 4 1            51 ) 15 ( 1 ) 5 ( 4 ) 2 ( 6 ) 1 ( 4      ,  ) 5 ( 1  ] 1 ) 1 ( [ 5 1 5 1             t t t  ] 1 ) 0 ( [ 1 5 1            ] 1 ) 1 ( [ 2 5 1            ] 1 ) 2 ( [ 3 5 1            ] 1 ) 3 ( [ 4 5 1            ] 1 ) 4 ( [ 5 5 1            202 ) 52 ( 1 ) 15 ( 5 ) 5 ( 10 ) 2 ( 10 ) 1 ( 5       , In) (n  , ) (n  and ) ( 1 n  for 25  n n ) (n  ) (n  ) ( 1 n  0 1 -- 0 1 1 1 1
Conclusion
The number ) Finally this article presents a novel recursive sequence (and some subsequences) which enumerate meaning numbers of large numerical value.
